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Computational models of similarity for drum patterns: 
important MIR applications (drum pattern recommendation, 
generation systems)


Challenge: Modelling complexity of polyphonic rhythm perception.

How are multiple rhythmic streams integrated by listener?

How do we perceive interaction between rhythmic streams?


Basic drum patterns usually defined by alternation of, typically,

bass drum (or “kick drum”) strokes & 

snare drum strokes


(further subdivision on ride cymbal or hi-hat)


Main hypotheses:  

For any drum pattern, we tend to perceive alternation of 2 
types of states: Low & High states 
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Grooves 

2


When comparing drum patterns, 

we focus on 2 main drums and ignore other drum channels.

we focus on alternation between these 2 drums, ignoring 
successive repetitions of same drum.


Comparison based on simple alignment:
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Grooves

31








Evaluation: comparison with perceptual similarity ratings

Dataset: 160 drum patterns, various genres (rock, pop, jazz…) 
Split into 80 pairs, with similarity ratings from 21 listeners


Listeners’ ratings, New proposed distance, Hamming distance,

Hamming distance on the 2 main channels


Results indicate that algorithms capture fundamentally 
different aspects of similarity:


Hamming distance capturing low-level similarities between 
rhythms

proposed bistate sequence alignment capturing qualities 
relating to rhythmic interaction and structure.
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More details: 
How to detect Low and High states when both drums are played?

☛ State transition diagrams: 

How to align two reduced drum patterns?

☛ Misalignment penalties: 

Distance measure = summing misalignment penalties (weighted by 
stroke magnitude)
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Figure 4. Reduction of Reggae Grooves Fill 3. When
a state is repeated twice successively, the first square
(lighter) corresponds to the onset time and the second
square to the accent time, with its velocity indicated in
gray-scale. ‘down’ corresponds to # and ‘up’ to ".

3.2.1 Handling of Simultaneous Strokes170

At first sight, to detect the # and " types 2 , we would sim-171

ply need to look for the location of alternation between the172

Down and Up drums. The difficulty comes from the fact173

that the two drums are often played together. In such occa-174

sions, inference of # or " type relies on the context defined175

by the recent past.176

For instance, a Down event followed by a simultaneous177

Down + Up event would be generally reduced to (#, ").178

Similarly, an Up event followed by a simultaneous Down179

+ Up event would be generally reduced to (", #). But this180

would not be necessarily true if the velocity 3 is not con-181

stant. For instance, although a loud Down followed by a182

loud Up followed by a loud Down + Up would be reduced183

to (#, ", #), a loud Down followed by a soft Up followed by184

a loud Down + Up would instead be reduced to (#, ", ").185

For instance in Figure 3, kick and snare drums are186

played together at the beginning of bars 5, 6 and 8. Be-187

cause the kick drum plays a clear # at the beginning of188

bar 4 (i.e., 4.1), which continues with snare drum play-189

ing gently (from 4.2 to 4.4). We haven’t heard any clear190

" state. Therefore, when snare drum and kick drums are191

superposed on the next beat (5.1), this is perceived as a ".192

But because the snare drum is played loudly on the next193

tick (5.2), the next beat (6.1) is rather perceived as a #.194

Same for 8.1.195

We propose to explain this phenomenon by hypothesis-196

ing that the categorisation # vs. " is based on comparing197

each new drum stroke (or superposed strokes) to mental198

models of # and " types. And in our modelling, this can be199

simplified by comparing to only the mental model related200

to one of the types # and ", namely the type considered as201

currently active.202

More precisely, the mental model is represented by a203

type t
M 2 {#, "} altogether with a series of two veloci-204

ties (vM# , v
M
" ), called profile of the mental model, and first205

initiated to (�1,�1). At any given time, with a Down206

event of velocity v# and an Up event of velocity v", we207

consider the following alternatives:208

1. If v# > v" + .2, the new event is #. Besides, if209

v# > v
M
# � .2, the mental model is set to t

M =#210

as well, and its profile is identified with the current211

event:212

(vM# , v
M
" ) = (v#, v") (1)

2 We will avoid using the term state here, as it will be used more specif-
ically in section 3.2.2.

3 In this paper, velocity designates the dynamics of drum strokes.
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Figure 5. Drum pattern N Country Intro with kick drum
(lower row), closed hi-hat (middle row). Velocity is repre-
sented in grey level, from 0 in white to maximum value in
black.
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Figure 6. Reduction of N Country Intro. See Figure 4
caption for an explanation.

2. If tM =# and v" > v
M
" + .2, the new event is " and213

the mental model is updated to t
M =" and its profile214

updated according to equation 1.215

3. If v# = 0, the new event is ". If tM =" as well, its216

profile is updated if v" > v
M
" , or if v" >

vM
"
2 and217

v# < v
M
# � .2.218

4. Similar to point 2 above, if tM =" and v# > v
M
# +.2,219

the new event is # and the mental model is updated to220

t
M =# and its profile updated according to equation221

1.222

5. If the current velocity (v#, v") is close to the profile223

of the mental model224

|vM# � v#| < .1, |vM" � v"| < .1, (2)

the new event’s type corresponds to the mental225

model’s one, and the profile is updated according to226

equation 1.227

The reasoning behind these heuristics cannot be de-228

tailed in this paper due to space constraint.229

Interestingly enough, this methodology also enables to230

analyse a more problematic example as the one shown in231

Figures 5 and 6. The difficulty here lies in the fact that232

the Up drum does not accentuate " but instead # events,233

except when it is played alone, in such case it emphasises "234

events! The method is able to avoid using this deceptively235

obvious heuristics and base the detection of the # state on236

the subtle high hat events.237

3.2.2 State Onset and Accent Times238

The approach presented in the previous section leads to239

the generation of a sequence of events of types " and #.240

Successive repetitions of events of same type are reduced241

into one single state. This practically means in particular242

that successive repetition of a given drum (while the other243

drum remains silent) are collapsed into one single event.244

However, if the most accented stroke is not the first one,245

this needs to be specifically indicated in the pattern de-246

scription, as it plays an important role in the pattern char-247

acteristics.248

For that reason, to each state are associated three at-249

tributes:250
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